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ABSTRACT 

For ball detection and trajectory extraction in 
broadcast baseball videos, this paper presents a novel 
framework which utilizes motion characteristic to ex-
tract ball trajectory from lots of moving objects. First, a 
series of constraints are applied to reduce ball candi-
dates in each frame. Analyzing the distribution of ball 
candidates, the estimate function is built to explore the 
trajectory for the pitched ball. The experiments of ball 
tracking on broadcast baseball videos of JPB, MLB and 
CPBL from different channels show promising results. 
In addition, for video enrichment, the obtained baseball 
trajectory is superimposed on the frame to present the 
pitch in detail, which not only provides entertainment 
effects but also can be applied to baseball player train-
ing. 
 
 
1: INTRODUCTIONS 
 

With the rapidly advancing technology of digital 
equipments, nowadays it is much easier to capture and 
archive digital videos for general users. The urgent re-
quirements for video applications therefore motivate 
researchers to devote themselves to various aspects of 
video analysis. In recent years, sports video analysis is 
receiving increasing attention due to the potential com-
mercial benefits and entertainment functionalities. The 
possible applications of sports video analysis have been 
found almost in all sports, e.g., baseball, soccer, tennis, 
volleyball, etc. The major research issues of sports video 
analysis are categorized as follows: 

Shot Classification: In a sports game, exploiting the 
properties that the positions of cameras are fixed in the 
game and the rules of presenting the game progress are 
similar in different channels, many shot classification 
methods are proposed based on camera motion, color 
information, texture information or face detection [1], 
[2].  

Highlight Extraction: Due to broadcast requirement, 
highlight extraction attempts to abstract a long game into 
a compact summary to provide the audience a quick 
browse of the game. Many successful approaches are 
proposed based on audio analysis [3], semantic marker 
detection [4], video feature extraction and highlight 
modeling [5]. 

Ball and Player Tacking: Tracking is widespread 
used in sports analysis. Since significant events are 
mainly caused by ball-player and player-player interac-
tions, balls and players are tracked most frequently. 
Common tracking techniques include trajectory-based 
ball detection and analysis [6], [7], physical model-based 
3D trajectory reconstruction [8], [9] and 3D position 
estimation with multiple cameras [10], [11], [12], [13]. 

In addition, computer-assisted umpiring and tactics 
inference are burgeoning research issues of sports video 
analysis. However, these can be considered as advanced 
applications based on ball and player tracking. Therefore, 
tracking is an essential and vital technique in sports video 
analysis. In this paper, a trajectory-based ball tracking 
method is provided for baseball videos. The characteris-
tic that the ball moves parabolically in the air is exploited 
for more reliable trajectory extraction. Although [11], 
[12] and [13] has been successfully applied to formal 
games, their high demanding in cameras installed loca-
tions and the visible area constrains themselves to be 
used in a studio-like sports field. 

In this paper, we explore the possibility of building a 
trajectory-based ball tracking framework for broadcast 
baseball videos. Different from the approaches [9] [10] 
which rely on multiple cameras set in an ideal analysis 
environment, we provide an economy approach that can 
be generally used without specific camera installation. 
 
2: PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 
 

Based on the game-specific properties and visual 
features, we propose a framework which extracts ball 
trajectories in broadcast baseball videos, as depicted in 
Fig. 1. First, the moving objects of each frame are seg-
mented in the pitch scenes. Each frame then generates 
ball candidates including the ball and some ball-like 
objects which satisfy the constraints of size, shape and 
fullness. The X and Y distributions of ball candidates in a 
sequence of frames are analyzed for trajectory exploring. 
Finally, identified trajectories are extracted. 

There are two key novel points  in this paper. The 
first is a trajectory-based method of ball tracking which 
allows the trajectories of all ball candidates to be identi-
fied reliably by utilizing the characteristic that, in the 
baseball video, the ball moves in a parabolic curve due 
to the gravity, even though there many ball-like objects 
in each frame. The second is a trajectory-based analysis 
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of the pitched ball which evaluates a breaking ball by the 
curvature of the obtained trajectory and measures the 
speed of a fastball by the number of the detected ball 
candidates for video enrichment. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed ball 
tacking and video enrichment 

 
3: BALL TRACKING AND TRAJEC-
TORY EXTRACTION 
 

Now we describe in turn the components of the al-
gorithm: moving object segmentation, ball candidate 
detection, candidate distribution analysis, trajectory 
exploring and trajectory identification. The process of 
pitch scene detection is omitted, since it has been re-
searched well in the literature. 

 
3.1: MOVING OBJECT SEGMENTATION 

 
Since the baseball in the video is white and bright, 

the luminance of the ball in a frame should be higher. 
That is, the moving ball is likely to be in the positive 
regions of intensity difference between frames. Hence, 
the positive regions of intensity difference between the 
current frame and the second frame before are seg-
mented as moving objects, where the interval of two 
frames is used for the reason that it reveals a more com-
plete shape of the ball than one-frame interval by ex-
periments. Morphological operations are then performed 
to remove noises and make the regions filled. 

 
3.2: BALL CANDIDATE DETECTION 

 
In a frame, many non-ball objects might look like the 

ball and it is difficult to recognize which is the true one. 

Therefore, all detected moving objects are taken into 
consideration and sifted through the following filters 
with constraints. The remaining objects are considered 
as the ball candidates of the frame. 

Size Filter: The moving objects are filtered out if 
their sizes are not within the range [Rmin , Rmax], which is 
decided by statistical results. 

Shape Filter: The ball in the frame might have a 
shape different from a circle, but in most frames, its 
aspect ratio should be within the range [1/Ra , Ra]. The 
objects with aspect ratios out of the range should be 
filterer out. 

Fullness Filter: Some objects in different shapes 
(star-shaped, cross-shaped, triangular, etc.) may pass 
through the ball size filter and shape filter because of 
proper size and aspect ratio. For this reason, the fullness 
filter is built to remove the objects with the degrees of 
fullness Df less than a threshold of Tf . Df is defined as: 

Df = Sobj / Ab-box , (1)
where Sobj is the size of the object in pixels and Ab-box is 
the bounding box area of the object. 

After filtering, the remaining objects are classified 
into isolated and contacted candidates according to their 
nearest objects in the frame. A candidate is called iso-
lated if there is no neighboring object at a shorter dis-
tance than the average ball size, (Rmin+Rmax)/2, and it is 
called contacted otherwise. This classification is impor-
tant because the candidate close to other moving objects 
might be an over-segmented region of the pitcher or 
batter. 

 
3.3: CANDIDATE DISTRIBUTION ANALY-
SIS 

 
In a pitch scene, the baseball trajectory show in a 

almost parabolic curve due to the gravity, even for a 
fastball. By advanced analysis, in frames the ball moves 
parabolically in Y-direction and straightly in 
X-direction as time goes on. Exploiting this characteris-
tic, a 2-D distribution analysis which preserves more 
information than the 1-D analysis [6] is proposed that 
ball candidate distribution in both Y- and X- directions 
analyzed to explore the trajectory more reliably. 

A candidate distribution image is created by drawing 
the distribution of the candidates for a sequence of 
frames. The Y-distribution image (YDI) is created in 
such a way that its width equals the frame number of the 
given sequence and its height equals the height of the 
frame. Each isolated (or contacted) candidate draws a 
black dot (or green cross) in YDI at point (x , y) = (n , 
yc), where n is the frame serial number and yc is the 
y-coordinate of the candidate in the original frame (the 
left-bottom corner of the frame is taken as the origin for 
presentation clarity of the parabolic curves). Similarly, 
the X-distribution image (XDI) is also created that its 
height equals the width of the frame, and each isolated 
(or contacted) candidate draws a black dot (or green 
cross) in XDI at point (x , y) = (n , xc), where xc is the 
x-coordinate of the candidate in the frame. Fig. 2(a) 
presents an example of YDI and XDI. 
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Y-distribution image (YDI)                  X-distribution image (XDI) 

  
(a) Ball candidates. Black dots are isolated candidates and green crosses are contacted ones. 

   
(b) Candidate trajectories. The parabolic curves in YDI and straight lines in XDI represent candidate  
trajectories, among which the identified trajectories are colored red. 
Fig. 2. Illustration of the Y- and X-distribution images for different process stages. In the figure, n is 
the frame serial number, y in YDI and x in XDI are the y- and x-coordinates of each candidate in the 
original frame, respectively, 

 

 
Fig. 3. Procedure of ball trajectory exploring 

 
3.4: TRAJECTORY EXPLORING 

 
The procedure to explore trajectories in YDI and 

XDI is summarized in Fig. 3. All ball candidates are 
first linked to the nearest neighbor in the next frame. As 
mentioned above, since in frames the ball moves 
parabolically in Y-direction and straightly in X-direc-

tion, the estimate functions for YDI and XDI are initial-
ized as Eq.(2) and Eq.(3), when the number of linked 
candidates is up to three (three points form a parabola). 

y = a • n2 + b • n + c , a < 0 (2)
x = d • n + e (3)

With the estimate functions, the ball position in the 
next frame is estimated. The estimate is considered 
matched if a ball candidate close to the estimated posi-
tion is found. The trajectory then grows by adding this 
candidate and the estimate functions are updated. If 
there is no candidate close to the estimated position, the 
frame is regarded as a missing frame and the estimated 
position is taken as the ball position. The trajectory 
growing terminates when the number of consecutive 
missing frames reaches a given limit (4 in our experi-
ments). The candidate trajectories produced from this 
procedure are shown as the parabolic curves in YDI and 
straight lines in XDI, as depicted in Fig. 2(b). 
 
3.5: TRAJECTORY IDENTIFICATION 

 
To indicate how likely a candidate trajectory is a ball 

trajectory, some confidential degrees are given by 
evaluating the following properties: estimation error, 
trajectory length and the ratio of isolated candidates. 

Estimation error: The average distance of each ball 
candidate position from the estimated position is con-
sidered as estimation error. A confidential degree C1 for 
estimation error is given to each candidate trajectory 
that slighter estimation error results in a higher degree. 
The candidate trajectories with considerable estimation 
error are eliminated. 

Trajectory length: The confidential degree C2 for 
trajectory length given to each candidate trajectory is 
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proportional to its length because shorter trajectories are 
more likely noises. 

Ratio of isolated candidate: Since the pitched ball is 
far from other moving objects in most frames, the ball 
trajectory should contain more isolated candidates than 
contacted ones. Hence, a confidential degree C3 is given 
proportionally to the ratio of isolated candidates. 

The candidate trajectory with the highest sum of C1, 
C2 and C3, is identified as the ball trajectory. In Fig. 2(b), 
among the candidate trajectories, the identified trajecto-
ries are colored red. With the identified trajectory in 
YDI and XDI, the ball trajectory is computed and su-
perimposed on the frame. 

 
4: VIDEO ENRICHMENT 
 

Based on the tracked ball positions and extracted tra-
jectory, some visual presentations are provided for 
video enrichment. Fist, the speed of the pitched ball can 
be estimated from the time interval between the start 
and the end of the extracted trajectory. Second, the cur-
vature of the parabolic curve in YDI can be used to 
evaluate a breaking ball. Moreover, the frame contain-
ing the first ball of the extracted trajectory displays the 
posture of the pitcher, while the frame containing the 
last ball of the trajectory indicates the ball position 
when it passes through the homeplate and the batter.  

An example of video enrichment for a pitch is dem-
onstrated in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) is the pitch frame of the 
first ball of the trajectory and the tracked ball positions 
are superimposed on the frame. Fig. 4(b) depicts the 
pitch frame of the last ball of the trajectory. In addition, 
the evaluations of the pitch are displayed at the bottom 
of the frame. More demonstrations of ball tracking with 
video enrichment are presented in the next section. 
 
5: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

The proposed ball tracking framework has been ap-
plied to broadcast baseball videos (352 x 240) of JPB, 
MLB and CPBL captured from different sports channels, 

as listed in Table 1. Note that only pitch scenes are 
processed. Table 2 lists the parameter setting used in the 
experiments. The ball position of each video frame is 
manually recognized as ground truth. The experimental 
results of ball detection and tracking are listed in Table 3, 
where in the first column, “Video (Channel)” represents 
the video source and channel, “Pitch scenes” shows the 
clip number of each source, “Frames” represents the 
number of total frames in all clips, “Balls” represents the 
number of the frames containing the ball, “detected (%)” 
gives the number (percentage) of detected balls, “Miss” 
gives the number of missed ball, “False Alarm” gives 
the number of false-detected ball positions, and “tracked 
(%)” gives the number (percentage) of tracked balls. A 
ground truth ball is called “detected” if it matches a ball 
candidate generated in Ball Candidate Detection module 
(Section 3.2). It can be found that the percentages of the 
ball detection are not very high because the ball might be 
missed when it is passes through a left-handed batter. A 
ground truth ball falling on the obtained trajectory is 
called “tracked”, since the ball position can be estimated 
on the trajectory by the motion characteristics even 
though it does not match a ball candidate. Although there 
are some tracking errors, the proposed method promotes 
the accuracy for ball tracking up to 96%. Fig. 5 demon-
strates some ball tracking examples with video enrich-
ment for different broadcast baseball videos containing 
left- and right- handed pitcher and batter.  
 
Video Channel Clips
1. Japan Professional 

Baseball (JPB) 
NHK of Japan 24 

2. Major League Baseball 
(MLB) 

ESPN of USA 14 

3. Chinese Profession 
Baseball League (CPBL) 

VL sports of 
Taiwan 

24 

Table 1. Testing videos used in the experiments 
 

Rmin Rmax Ra Tf 
10 80 2 60% 

Table 2. Parameters used for experiments 
 

  
(a) Pitch frame of the first ball of the extracted trajectory 

with tracked ball positions superimposed on the frame 
(b) Pitch frame of the last ball of the extracted trajectory 
with the focus aiming at the ball 

Fig. 4. Demonstration of the obtained ball trajectory superimposed on the frame 
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(a) JPB with left-handed pitcher and right-handed batter 

     
(b) MLB with right-handed pitcher and right-handed batter 

     
(c) CPBL with right-handed pitcher and right-handed batter 

     
(d) JPB with right-handed pitcher and left-handed batter 

Fig. 4. Examples of ball tracking and video enrichment for different baseball videos 
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Video (Channel) 1. JPB (NHK) 2. MLB (ESPN) 3.CPBL (VL) Overall 
Pitch scenes 24 14 24 62 
Frames 1726 604 942 3272 
Balls 346 202 352 900 
Detected (%) 324 (93.64 %) 190 (94.06%) 326 (92.61%) 840 (93.33%) 
Miss 22 12 26 60 
False Alarm 8 5 7 20 
Tracked (%) 336 (97.11%) 196 (97.03%) 338 (96.02%) 870 (96.67%) 

Table 3. Performance of ball detection and tracking 
 

6: CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, we present a trajectory-based ball 

tracking scheme which is capable of extracting the ball 
trajectory in broadcast baseball videos. Non-ball objects 
are first filtered out by the constraints of size, shape and 
fullness. The motion of the baseball has a characteristic 
that the pitched ball moves in a parabolic curve. Utilizing 
this characteristic, the ball trajectory can be identified 
reliably. Based on the properties of the extracted trajec-
tory, the baseball video is enriched by some visual pres-
entations and the evaluation of the pitch is also pro-
vided.  

The novelty of the proposed baseball video analysis 
is that our approach is based on the motion characteris-
tics rather than traditional tracking methods based on 
low-level features. Furthermore, the speed of a fastball 
is measured by the time interval of the trajectory, and a 
breaking ball is also evaluated by the curvature of the 
extracted trajectory. The presentation of the ball trajec-
tory superimposed on the video not only shows the flight 
of the ball for entertainment effects but also provides 
reference for player training. Our experiments on 62 
clips from different channels show convincible per-
formance. 

In the future, the trajectory extracted in the frame-
work of this paper will be further analyzed to recognize 
pitch types such as fastball, curveball, slider and other 
breaking ball in baseball videos. A practical system will 
be produced for further pitch analysis and intelligence 
collection in baseball videos. 
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